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The results are unbelievable but it's true!
  

  

May we introduce to you our 2 high-end liquid cleaner for Vinyls and CDs!!!

  

  

Elune Level 9- (Strength) and Elune Level 36 (Vintage)

  

Elune Level 9 is highly recommended for Vinyls although this can be  used for CDs as well.
When used on Vinyl, very noticeable improvement of  sound quality will be achieved.

  

CDs and Vinyl  surfaces have very small dirt and dust that can only be removed by a  minimized
molecule cleaning agent.  It even cleans the very hard to remove dirt which are the  grime and 
some sticky and unwanted chemical residues left out on the grooves for  a  very long time. And
not any Vinyl/CD  cleaner in the worldwide market can clean as the same as this product!!!

  

Aside from the noise from dirt and dust, another amazing thing that  this product can do is about
the static noise. The noise produced by  static will be reduced up to 70 percent because of the
coloumb balance  that these product performs upon cleaning.!!!

  

We had series of tests on Vinyls and these are the results of our  current tests..aside from the
test, japanese customer's feedback is very  credible and these are the feedbacks we have
received.
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A Vinyl with a grading of EX(excellent),  after using this product , grading will go up to
NM( NearMint )!!! the results are unbelievable but it's true!!!

  

If you use this on ESOTERIC SACD which is a master level recording  /remastering CD,
analogue noise can be heard as it was re-mastered from  its original master tapes. But after
using this product, analogue noise will be reduced and therefore you can listen to a more
natural sound on this CD.

  

Elune Level 36 is a very unique and interesting product for it has only  20-30 size
particle.(molecules) This product performs on sound dimension. It will  basically change the
sound dimension and you can have a new listening experience on your  CD or even Vinyl .We
often depend on high-end expensive mixers,  amplifiers, cables and speakers (though we do
not discourage) , but this  wonder product can make you think you are listening in a big hall !!!. 
Better would be is to try our two products and you will surely be amazed and satisfied!!!

  You will have a great listening experience after using ELUNE!
  

For more information regarding our products: Please click the About us page.

  

Developed & Manufactured by Elns.net product of Japan
 http://www.elns.net
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